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Abstract
The construction of physically relevant low dimensional statemodels, and the design of appropriate
measurements are key issues in tackling quantum state tomography for large dimensional systems.We
consider the statistical problemof estimating low rank states in the set-up ofmultiple ions
tomography, and investigate how the estimation error behaves with a reduction in the number of
measurement settings, comparedwith the standard ion tomography setup.We present extensive
simulation results showing that the error is robust with respect to the choice of states of a given rank,
the random selection of settings, and that the number of settings can be signiﬁcantly reducedwith only
a negligible increase in error.We present an argument to explain these ﬁndings based on a
concentration inequality for the Fisher informationmatrix. In themore general setup of randombasis
measurements we use this argument to show that for certain rank r states it sufﬁces tomeasure in
O r dlog( ) bases to achieve the average Fisher information over all bases.We present numerical
evidence for random states of up to eight atoms, which suggests that a similar behaviour holds in the
case of Pauli basesmeasurements, for randomly chosen states. The relation to similar problems in
compressed sensing is also discussed.
1. Introduction
Recent years havewitnessed great experimental progress in the study and control of individual quantum systems
[1, 2]. A common feature ofmany experiments is the use of quantum state tomography (QST)methods as a key
tool for validating the results [3, 4]. The aimofQST is to statistically reconstruct an unknown state from the
outcomes of repeatedmeasurements performed on identical copies of the state. Among the proposed estimation
methodswemention, e.g. variations ofmaximum likelihood (ML) [5–9], linear inversion [10], Bayesian
inference [11, 12], estimationwith incompletemeasurements [13–15], and continuous variables
tomography [16].
However, for composite systems such as trapped ions, full state tomography becomes challenging due to the
exponential increase in dimension [17]. Therefore, there has been a signiﬁcant interest in developing
tomographymethods that are efﬁcient for certain lower dimensional families of physically relevant states. For
instance, the estimation of low rank states has been considered in the context of compressed sensing (CS) [18–
22], model selection [23], and spectral thresholding [24, 25]. The estimation of the permutationally invariant
part of the densitymatrix as an approximation to the true state is also relevant in certain physicalmodels [26–
28]. Similarly, the estimation ofmatrix product states [29] is particularly relevant formany-body systems, but
also for estimating dynamical parameters of open systems [30, 31].
In this paperwe build on the fruitful CS idea that the sparsity of low rank states can be exploited in order to
identify and estimate the statewith a reduced number of ‘measurements’, in contrast to standard, informationally
completeQST. Recall that a rank-r joint state of n qubits can be characterised byO(rd)parameters, where =d 2n
is the dimension of the associatedHilbert space. In the original CS proposal it is shown that such a state can be
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recovered from the expectation values ofO rd dlog( ) randomly chosen Pauli observables.More recent work
concentrates on error bounds [18, 20] and conﬁdence intervals [21] of CS estimators.
However, from a statistical and experimental viewpoint the estimation based on Pauli expectations does not
make themost efﬁcient use of themeasurement data available in ion trap experiments. Indeed, the Pauli
expectations can be seen as ‘coarse grained’ statistics of the ‘raw data’which consists of counts for individual
outcomes of ameasurement in an orthonormal basis. This coarse graining leads to loss of information and a
signiﬁcant increase in estimation error, as shown in section 5.
In contrast, here we consider the statistical problemof estimating low rank states in the set-up ofmultiple
ions tomography (MIT), where the input is the counts dataset provided by the experiment. The goal is to
investigate the possibility of using a reduced number ofmeasurement settings (Pauli bases), without a signiﬁcant
loss of statistical accuracy, in comparison to standard, full settingsMIT. For this, we consider the behaviour of
themean square error (MSE)with respect to the Frobenius distance between the true state and the estimator
 r r- 22ˆ , in the limit of large number ofmeasurement samples. According to asymptotic theory [32], in this
regime theMSE of efﬁcient estimators (e.g.ML) rˆ takes the following expression
 r r r- = +- - 
N
I G o N
1
Tr . 12
2 1 1ˆ ( ( ∣ ) ) ( ) ( )
Above, rI ( ∣ ) is the classical Fisher information associatedwith the chosenmeasurement design  and a local
parametrisation of rank-r states, andN is the total number of quantum samples available as a resource.G is the
positive weightmatrix associatedwith the quadratic approximation of the Frobenius distance in the local
parameters.
In the following sectionwe review theMIT set-up, and formulate the ‘reduced settings hypothesis’ in
statistical terms. After this, we present the results of extensive numerical simulations testing this hypothesis,
which are summarised inﬁgure 1.Weﬁnd that the asymptoticMSE given by (1) is very robust with respect to a
reduction the number of settings, with a random choice of settingsmaking up themeasurement design  . For
instance, four ions states of rank 3 can be estimated by using 20 settings (out of a total of 81)with a negligible
increase in estimation error. Also, to test the validity of the asymptotic theory for low rank states, we compared
the theoretical prediction (1)with the actualMSE of theML estimator and found a very good agreement for
m=100 repetitions per setting, a typical value used in experiments [3].
To explain the observed robustness, we outline an argument based on a concentration inequality [33] for the
Fisher informationmatrix of an experiment with randomly chosen Pauli settings. Transforming the argument
into amathematical proof requires control over certain spectral properties of the Fisher informationmatrix, and
remains an open problem.However, by relaxing the Paulimeasurement setup, and allowing formeasurements
with respect to randombases, we can prove that states of rank r can be estimated by usingO r dlog( ) settings,
with only a small increase in theMSE, relative to the setup inwhich a large number of settings is probed, see
theorem4.1. For Paulimeasurements we present numerical evidence on the lowest eigenvalue of the Fisher
informationmatrix, which strongly suggests that theMSE of random low rank states concentrates for a small
number ofmeasurement settings.
From aCS viewpoint, our question is closely related to thework [34, 35] inspired by the phaselift problem
[37, 38]which considers the case where the incomplete ‘measurements’ are expectations of rank-one projections
Figure 1.AsymptoticMSE for four ions states with ranks = ¼r 1, , 5, and total sample size = =N m 3 81004· . For each rankwe
chose ten random states, and for each number of settings k (horizontal axis)we chose ten random sets of settings  . TheMSE for each
such combination is representedwith a circle, and the lines are the average values.
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sampled randomly from aGaussian distribution, or a projective t-design. In [39] the analysis is extended to the
physically relevant case of randomorthonormal basismeasurements, and it is shown that rank-r states become
identiﬁable with a large probability for onlyO r dlog3( ) ‘sufﬁciently random’measurements. These results are in
broad agreementwith ourﬁndings, calling for a better understanding of the connections between theCS
estimators and statistical approaches considered here.
2.MITwith incompletemeasurements
In this paper we consider theMIT setup as in the ion-trap experiments [3]. InMIT the goal is to statistically
reconstruct the joint state of n ions (modelled as two-level systems), from counts data generated by performing a
large number ofmeasurements on identically prepared systems. The unknown state ρ is a d×d densitymatrix
(complex, positive trace-onematrix)where =d 2n is the dimension of theHilbert space of n ions. The
experimenter canmeasure an arbitrary Pauli observable s s,x y or sz of each ion, simultaneously on all n ions.
Thus, eachmeasurement setting is labelled by a sequence = ¼ Îs s x y zs , , , ,n n1( ) { } out of 3n possible choices.
Themeasurement produces an outcome = ¼ Î + -o oo , , 1, 1n n n1( ) ≔ { } , whose probability is
r l r l= á ñrp Po s Tr , 2os os os( ∣ ) ≔ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
where Po
s is the one-dimensional projection Po
s= l l lñá Ä¼Ä ños os osnn11 11∣ ∣ ∣ lá osnn ∣, and, l ñs∣ is an eigenvector of the
Paulimatrix ss, with a corresponding±1 eigenvalue.
Themeasurement procedure and statisticalmodel can be summarised as follows. For each setting s the
experimenter performsm repeatedmeasurements and collects the counts of different outcomes N o s( ∣ ), so that
the total number of quantum samples used is ´N m 3n≔ . The resulting dataset is a ´2 3n n table whose
columns are independent and contain all the counts in a given setting. The overallmeasurement is
informationally complete, and the state can be estimated by using a number ofmethods proposed in the
literature [8, 24, 25].
Now, there are several reasons to consider a set-up inwhich a smallernumber ofmeasurement settings are
used for estimating the state; switchingmeasurement settingsmay bemore costly than repeating ameasurement
in the same setting, and smaller datasetsmay be easier to handle computationally. However, by removing even a
single setting, the state becomes unidentiﬁable. This is because the corresponding tensor of Pauli operators is
linearly independent from all the one-dimensional projections of the remaining settings, and therefore its
expectation value cannot be estimated. This can be remedied if some prior information about the state is
available. The relevant example here is fromCS [18–22]which shows that low rank states are uniquely
determined by the Pauli expectations associatedwith a reduced number of settings. However, the existing CS
literature does not address the statistical problemof estimating the state directly from the rawmeasurement data
(i.e. the counts N o s( ∣ )), as it typically employs coarse grained statistics such as Pauli expectations. Our goal is to
investigate the statistical efﬁciency of estimating low rank states with reducedmeasurement settings.Wewill
consider an asymptotic scenario inwhich the numberm ofmeasurement repetitions per setting is large and the
MSE can be characterised in terms of the classical Fisher information, as discussed above. Aswe show below this
regime is already attained form=100, which is of the order of repetitions cycles used in experiments [3].
As stated above, we assume that the prepared state ρ belongs to the space of rank r states  Ì Mr d( ), for a
ﬁxed rank <r d. Since the asymptoticMSE depends only on the local properties of the statisticalmodel, it
sufﬁces to consider a parametrisation q r q of a neighbourhood of ρ in r , which can be chosen as follows. In
its own eigenbasis ρ is the diagonalmatrix of eigenvalues l l¼Diag , , , 0 ,..., 0r1( ), and any sufﬁciently close state
is uniquely determined by itsmatrix elements in the ﬁrst r rows (or columns). Intuitively this can be understood
by noting that any rank-r state r¢ in the neighbourhood of ρ can be obtained by perturbing the eigenvalues and
performing a small rotation of the eigenbasis; in the ﬁrst order of approximations these transformation leave the
- ´ -d r d r( ) ( ) lower-right corner unchanged so
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟r
l l¢ = ¼ +
D D
D D O
Diag , , 0
0 0
.
r1 diag off
off
2
( )
( )†
We therefore choose the (local) parametrisation r r¢ = q with

q q q q
r r r r r r= ¢ ¼ ¢ ¢ ¼ ¢ ¢ ¼ ¢ Î - -
; ;
, , ; Re , ,Re ; Im , , Im , 3
d r i
r r r d r d
rd r
2,2 , 1,2 , 1,2 ,
2 12
≔ ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
where in order to enforce a trace-one normalisation, we constrain the ﬁrst diagonalmatrix element to be
r r¢ = - å ¢=1 id i i1,1 2 , . In this parametrisationwe denote r r= q0, with q l l¼ ¼ ¼, , ; 0 0; 0 0r0 2≔ ( ). The
Frobenius distance is locally quadratic in θ so that
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r r q q q q q q- = - - + -q q   G o ,T22 1 2 1 2 1 2 21 2 ( ) ( ) ( )
where ⎡⎣ ⎤⎦= rq
r
q
¶
¶
¶
¶
q qG Tra b,
a b
· is a constant weightmatrix whose expression can be found in the appendix, below
equation (A.2). Afterﬁxing the parametrisation, we nowdeﬁne the statisticalmodel ofMITwith incomplete
settings. Let  Ì x y z, , n{ } be a set of k randomly chosen settings, and consider themodiﬁed scenario inwhich
ions prepared in the unknown state ρ are repeatedlymeasuredm=N/k times for each setting in  , so that the
overall number of quantum samples is alwaysN. The classical Fisher information associatedwith a single chosen
setting s is deﬁned as
år q q
¶
¶
¶
¶r
r r
I
p
p p
s
o s
o s o s1
. 4a b
a bo
,( ∣ ) ≔ ( ∣ )
( ∣ )
·
( ∣ )
( )
For a set  of k settings the Fisher informationmatrix associatedwith a singlemeasurement sample from
each setting Îs is given by the sumof the individual Fishermatrices rI s( ∣ ), and for later purposes wewill
denote the average r =I ( ∣ ) å Îk s
1 rI s .( ∣ ) The individualmatricies can be computed by using deﬁnition (4)
togetherwith equation (2) and the parametrisation (3).
Since the outcomes fromm repeatedmeasurements in a setting s are i.i.d, when the number of repetitionsm
is sufﬁciently large, efﬁcient estimators of θ (and hence of ρ) from these outcomes have an asymptotically
Gaussian distribution [32]
q q r- » -m N I0, ,1( ˆ ) ( ( ∣ ) )
where the covariancematrix r -I 1( ∣ ) is the Fisher information associatedwith a singlemeasurement sample of
the set  . From this behaviour and the local expansion of the Frobenius distance, we see that for (reasonably)
largem, theMSE of an efﬁcient estimator (e.g.ML) scales as
 r r r- » - 
N
I GMSE
1
Tr . 52
2 1≔ ( ˆ ) ( ( ∣ ) ) ( )
Compare this equationwith (1) in the introduction. The trace expression is ameasure of the sensitivity of the
chosen set of settings  at ρ. Since the settings are chosen randomlywe need to study theﬂuctuations of
r -I GTr 1( ( ∣ ) ). In the next sectionwe present extensive simulation results which essentially show that one can
signiﬁcantly reduce the number of settings without affecting theMSE.
3.Numerical simulations
Inﬁgure 1we plot the values of the asymptoticMSE r -I G NTr 1( ( ∣ ) ) for various ranks, choices of four ions
states, and choices ofmeasurement designs  (sets of settings). For each rank = ¼r 1, , 5we generated 10 states
by using theCholesky decomposition *r = T T , see [40]. For each state, theMSE values are calculated over a
range ofmeasurements with reduced settings, starting from the ‘full’measurement with 3n settings, as follows.
For a given number of reducedmeasurements k, we generated ten independent sets  of randomly chosen
settings. For each pair r,( )we evaluated the Fisher information rI ( ∣ ) and theweightmatrixG in the
parametrisation described above. In these simulations, the total number of copies of the state is kept constant as
a resource. Therefore, a smaller number ofmeasurement settings k leads to a larger number of repetitions
=m N k per setting. The simulations show that asymptotic risk for low rank states demonstrates only a gradual
increase even over a signiﬁcant reduction in the number of settingsmeasured. For example, for states of rank
three, one can reduce the number of settings from81 to 20with a negligible increase in theMSE.Moreover, for a
given k, theﬂuctuations of theMSE over choices of states and settings are rather small, showing the robustness of
the procedure.
In the previous sectionwe argued that the theoretical value (5) is close to the actual error of an efﬁcient
estimator, when the number of samples is reasonably large. To verify this we have computed theML estimator
and studied its performance in this reducedmeasurement settingsMIT setup. TheML estimator implemented is
amodiﬁed formof the iterative rR Rmethod in [8]—for the estimates generated at each iteration of the
algorithm, only the r largest eigenvalues are retained. Thismodiﬁcation ensures that theML estimator has
knowledge about the rank of the densitymatrix. The results of the comparisonwith the Fisher prediction (5) are
shown inﬁgure 2, and show a very good agreement between the two. For a given random set  of k settings, the
MSE of theMLE  r r- ML 22ˆ is estimated by averaging the square error over 30ML estimates. The relative
error

 r r
r-
-
-
 N
I G
1
Tr
6ML 2
2
1
· ˆ
( ( ∣ ) )
( )
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is then plotted for each choice of  as a single circle. On average, the relative error is of order of 5%. In
conclusion, the simulations indicate that low rank states can be estimatedwith a signiﬁcantly smaller number of
measurement settings than the total of 3n currently used in experiments, with a negligible loss of statistical
accuracy.
4. A concentration bound for theMSE
Why is theMSE robust with respect to the reduction of the number ofmeasured settings? In this sectionwe
provide an intuitive explanation based on a concentration bound for the asymptoticMSE, i.e. the random
function  r - I GTr 1( ( ∣ ) ). Analysing the observedMSE concentration forMITwith Paulimeasurements is
difﬁcult due to the special, discrete set of bases which contribute to the average.Much like the problemof
proving the the RIP property inCS [18, 41], it is easier to analyse amore random set-up, namely onewhere the
measurement basesmaking up the design  are drawn randomly from the uniformmeasure over orthonormal
bases (ONB).We therefore begin by considering this general setup of randommeasurements and return to the
Paulimeasurements later in the section.
Physically, this random setup could be implemented by ﬁrst rotating the state ρ by a randomunitaryU, after
which each atom ismeasured in the sz eigenbasis.We therefore let  = ¼s s, , k1{ }be the altered designwith
randomly, uniformly distributedmeasurement bases. Since the settings in  are independent, the Fisher
informationmatrices rI s( ∣ ) are independent, and for k large enough the average information per setting
approaches themean information over all random settings


år r r= »
Î
I
k
I I Is s
1
.
s
s( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ¯ ≔ [ ( ∣ )]
Sincewe are interested in the behaviour of theMSE for the randomly chosen designs  , we look at the
relative error
 r r - -I G I GRE Tr Tr 71 1( ∣ ) ≔ ( ( ∣ ) ) ( ¯ ) ( )
andwould like to determine the number of settings k required for theMSE to be concentrated close the optimal
value of -I GTr 1( ¯ ).
To investigate thisMSE concentration for states of rank r in this setup, we focus our attention on states with
equal eigenvalues, i.e. r ¼ ¼Diag , , , 0, , 0
r r0
1 1( )≔ , with respect to its eigenbasis; due to the unitary symmetry of
the random settings design, the eigenbasis can be chosen to be the standard basis. The reason for choosing this
particular spectrum is that such states represent the ‘least sparse’ state of rank r. Indeed, rank-r states which have
some eigenvalues close to zero can be approximated by states of lower ranks, andwe expect that they require
even smaller number ofmeasurement settings. The following theorem shows that in order to keep the relative
error (7) close to one it sufﬁces to take a number of random settings kwhich scales asO r rdlog 2( ( ))with respect
to rank andHilbert space dimension. Taking into account that one setting provides d probabilities, the total
number of expectations is of the orderO rd rdlog 2( ( ))which roughly agrees with the number of Pauli
expectations required inCS.Wewill come back to this comparison in the following section.
Figure 2.The error of the (estimated)MSEof themaximum likelihood estimate relative to the asymptotic FisherMSE (see (6)), for a
four ion pure state. The circles plot the RE for the 20 random sets  chosen for each k number of settings, and the line plots the average
relative error. The total sample size isN=8100.
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Theorem4.1. Let  = ¼s s, , k1{ }be a design with randomly, uniformly distributedmeasurement bases. Let
 rI I 0≔ ( ∣ ) be the associated Fisher information, and let I be themean Fisher information over all possible bases,
both calculated at r0 (as deﬁned above). For a sufﬁciently small   0, the following inequality holds
  - +- - -I G I G I G1 Tr Tr 1 Tr1 1 1( ) [ ] [ ] ( ) [ ]
with probability d-1 , provided that the number ofmeasurements performed is d= +k C r D1 log 2( ) ( ), with
= - -D rd r2 12 the dimension of the space of rank-r states.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in the appendix, and uses amatrix Chernoff bound [33], to bound the
deviation of - -G I G1 2 1 2 from themean - -G IG1 2 1 2. This is then recast in terms of a bound on theMSE as in
the theorem above. The two bounds show that with probability d-1 , the relative error rRE 0( ∣ ) is in the
interval  - +1 , 1[ ], so using design  induces atmost an ò increase ofMSE. Similar results can be derived
along the lines of the proof, for states with arbitrary spectrum.
Figure 3 illustrates this concentration in twoways; by plotting the relative error rRE 0( ∣ ) and by plotting the
eigenvalues of - -G I G1 2 1 2, for various values of k. The concentration in the spectrumof the eigenvalues
demonstrates the rate at which I approximates themean Fisher information I .We see that for pure states all
eigenvalues concentrate around 1, this is because - -G IG1 2 1 2 is an identitymatrix for pure states.While for
ranks 2 and 3, thismatrix is no longer identity and has eigenvalues that are either 1 or +r r 1( ).We see in the
plots for these ranks that the lower band in the eigenvalues spectrum approaches theminimumeigenvalue of
+r r 1( ), while the remaining eigenvalues concentrate around 1. The explicit formof the - -G IG1 2 1 2matrix
is detailed in the appendix.
The above theorem guarantees that for a four ions pure state, theMSE is within 5%of the optimal, with a
probability of failure d = 0.1, provided that wemeasure »k 7100 settings.However, the bottom-right plot in
ﬁgure 3 shows that theMSE concentratesmuch earlier, well within k=100 settings. This indicates that studying
the concentration of - -G I G1 2 1 2 to bound theMSEprovides a highly pessimistic estimate for k. Note
Figure 3.Plots of the eigenvalues of - -G I G1 2 1 2 for k random settings. For a given rank r, we chose a random four ion state r0with r
equal eigenvalues.We observe a concentration of the eigenvalues as I approximates themean information I (see theorem 4.1). The
bottom right plot graphs the relative error rRE 0( ∣ ) for the different ranks.
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however, that although the value »k 7100 ismuch larger than the full set ofmeasurements for a four ions state
in theMIT setup, the theoremdemonstrates a signiﬁcant reduction in the number of settings neededwhenwe
consider larger states of n 9 ions.
Inﬁgure 4, we plot the relative error rRE 0( ∣ ) for randompure states of differing dimensions. Interestingly,
we see that the error does not seem to depend on the dimension of the state.Whereas from the above theorem,
wewould expect a dependence because of the dDlog 2( ) term that appears in the concentration. An explanation
for this has been suggested in [36], where the authors conjecture thatmeasuring only a few randombases
correspond to strictly complete POVMs for low rank quantum states.Meaning that states of a given low rank can
be recovered bymeasuring a small number of randombases, independent of dimension. This special feature of
the randommeasurements suggests that a better scaling in the number ofmeasurement settings is possible in the
concentration bound for this setup.
4.1. Pauli settings
Wenow return to themore physical set-up inwhich the settings are chosen from the set x y z, , n{ } of Pauli
measurements. Figure 5 plots the error rRE( ∣ ) of theMSEs for the reduced settings, relative to theMSE of the
average information for full 3n settings r= å- ÎI I s3n x y zs1 , , n¯ ( ) ( ∣ ){ } . The numerical simulations show that even
for k=20 settings, the averageMSE is only 5%higher than theMSE of the full settings experiment, while when
the variance is taken into account,mostMSEs are less that 10%higher.We note that in the simulations, the
different settingsmaking up themeasurement design  are chosenwithout replacement, while an application of
the concentration bound in the theoremwould use a slightly altered setup inwhich the different settings are
Figure 4.Relative error rRE 0( ∣ ) for the random settings, and pure states of 3–6 qubits. The coloured thick lines plot themean relative
error over ten different random states of a given dimension. The light coloured circles plot the errors for a particular state and a given k
number of random settings.
Figure 5.Relative Error rRE( ∣ ) for the Pauli settings, for a randomly chosen four ion pure state. The thick line plots themean relative
error over 100 different choices of k settings, with the light grey circles plotting the relative errors for different choices of the settings.
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chosen independently andwith equal probabilities (drawingwith replacement). For a discussion on the relation
between the two set-upswe refer to [42].
The key step in establishing a concentration bound as in theorem4.1 is to control the ratio
l
l
l r
l
- -
- -
G I G
G IG
smaxsmax
min
max
1 2
0
1 2
min
1 2 1 2
≔ ( ( ∣ ) )
( ¯ )
between the largestmaximumeigenvalue of r- -G I Gs1 2 0 1 2( ∣ ) over allmeasurements and theminimum
eigenvalue of - -G IG1 2 1 2¯ . In the case of the uniformly distributed settings, I¯ can be computed explicitly by
using analytic expressions formoments of randomunitaries [43], which gives l = +
r
rmin 1
for >r 1, and
l = 1min for pure states, while lmax can be upper bounded by using the inequality between the quantumand
classical Fisher informations [44], as l r2max for >r 1and l 4max for r=1. Together these give a
= +ll r2 1maxmin ( )which determines the number ofmeasurement settings k in theorem4.1.
For the Paulimeasurements set-up, the same upper bound holds for themaximum eigenvalue, but at the
momentwe do not have a similar lower bound for l - -G IGmin 1 2 1 2( ¯ ), where I¯ is the average Fisher
information over Pauli settings. However, there is strong numerical evidence that the smallest eigenvalue of
l - -G IGmin 1 2 1 2( ¯ ) for random states remainswell bounded away from zero. Figure 6 plots theminimum
eigenvalues for 100 such states of 4–8 ions, over three different ranks.We notice that theminimumeigenvalue
for each rank is well concentrated away from zero and for ranks >r 1clearly demonstrates an increase with the
dimension of the space.While the full dependence of lmin on r and d is unclear, the simulations strongly suggest
that for anyﬁxed rank, lmin is larger than a ﬁxed constant with high probability for random states of rank r, of
arbitrarilymany ions. If this was true, it would imply that random states of ﬁxed rank r can be estimated
efﬁciently withO dlog( ) settings.
For now, as a step in the direction of proving and demonstrating the concentration as in theorem 4.1 for
reduced settings, wewill prove aweaker result based on a rough lower bound for lmin. From theorem2 in [25]
wehave that for full 3n settings, theMSE of an optimal estimator rˆ is upper bounded as
 r r- ¢  C rd
N
dlog 2 ,F
2ˆ ( )
with ¢ >C 0 being an absolute constant. Asymptotically, theMSE is lower bounded by -N I G1 Tr 1· ( )which
implies l ¢C rd d1 log 2 .min ( ) This gives us a rough lower bound on theminimumeigenvalue. Plugging this
value into the concentration bound of theorem 4.1 gives us that theminimumnumber of settings k scales as
O r d Dlog 22 2( ( )), which despite being far fromoptimal, demonstrates a better scaling than the 3n of the ‘full
settings’ setup.
5. Coarse versusﬁne grainedmodels
Asmentioned in the introduction, a similar reduction in the number of ‘measurements’ has been found inCS
estimators [18–22], which useO rd dlog( ) expectations of Pauli operators to recover the unknown state. CS
techniques provide computationally efﬁcient estimators whose estimation errors scale optimally with the
number of parameters andwith the errors in the estimation of the Pauli expectations. However, from the
Figure 6.Boxplots of theminimum eigenvalues of - -G IG1 2 1 2 for the Pauli settings. For a given rank and ion number, we chose
randomly 100 different states r0with r equal eigenvalues.
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statistical viewpoint the Pauli expectations are not themost efﬁcient starting point in estimation, as they are
‘coarse grained’ statistics of the ‘raw’, or ‘ﬁne grained’measurement data given by the counts N o s( ∣ ).
A singlemeasurement in the ‘coarse grained’model is deﬁned by a Pauli observable s s sÄ ¼Äb bb n1≔ ( )
with Îb x y z0, , ,i { }, where s0 is the identitymatrix. To compute its expectation one needs tomeasure sb to
obtain a binary outcome 1{ }and average over the results. The outcomes probabilities are
r = p Pb1 Tr b( ∣ ) ( ), where Pb are the two spectral projections of sb, and the Fisher information of thismodel
can be computed inmuch the sameway as that of the Pauli basesmeasurements. Inﬁgure 7 the asymptoticMSE
r -I G NTr 1( ( ∣ ) ) is plotted for different sets of randomly chosen Pauli observables  b b,..., k1≔ { }. On
comparisonwithﬁgure 1we see thatminimumnumber ofmeasurements that need tomeasured in the Pauli
basesmodel ismuch smaller. Additionally, the risk for a full set ofmeasurements is an order ofmagnitude larger
in the ‘coarse grained’model. This increase in the asymptotic risk has also been pointed out in [23].
The discrepancy can be explained by noting that themeasurement of sb is a coarse graining of aﬁner, ONB
measurement of a setting such that si=biwhenever ¹b 0i . Indeed, using the spectral decomposition of sb, we
can compute its expectation as
å s rsá ñ = =
¹
o p o sTr .
i b
ib b
o : 0i
( ) ( ) ( ∣ )
By replacing the probabilities p o s( ∣ ) in the above formula by the empirical frequencies N mo s( ∣ ) we obtain
the estimate of the Pauli expectations. However, by constructing this statistic we loose a large amount of
information contained in the frequencies, which explains the increase in theMSE.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the statistical performance of reduced settingsmeasurements in ion tomography.
We did not focus on a particular estimationmethod but rather on how the accuracy of efﬁcient estimators
(which achieve the asymptotic scaling (1) of theMSE) depends on the state and themeasurement design.We
found that for low rank states, the experimenter canmeasure a small proportion of randomly selected settings
without a signiﬁcant increase in theMSE. Furthermore we presented a possible line of argument for a
mathematical proof based on concentration inequality for the Fisher information. In the case ofmeasurements
with respect to randombaseswe showed that certain states of rank r can be estimatedwithO r dlog( ) settings
with an ò increase inMSE comparedwith designs with a large number of settings. It remains an open question
whether the same scaling of the size of themeasurement design holds for the Paulimeasurements, butwe
presented strong numerical evidence that for random states the Fisher informationmay satisfy the required
spectral properties.
In a future workwe plan to apply these ideas and construct estimators in amore realistic setupwhere the
rank is not a priori known.
Figure 7.The plot of -I GTr 1( ) for the ‘coarse grained’model formultiple ranks, with four ions and 256 totalmeasured Paulis b. The
total number of copies of the states is 8100. The experiment is repeated over ten different states, and ten randomchoices of Pauli
measurements for each state.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem1.As brieﬂymentioned in themain text of the paper, the proof of the theoremutilises the
followingmatrix Chernoff bound [33], where the randommatricesXi are given by r- -G I Gsi1 2 0 1 2( ∣ ) , with si
randombases.
TheoremA.1 (MatrixChernoff).Consider a ﬁnite sequence ¼X X, , k1 of independent, random, positive
matrices with dimensionD, such that l X Rmax ( ) . For   m=X M 1 and  0 12
⎧⎨⎩
⎫⎬⎭
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ 
 å mÎ - + -
=k
X M M D k
R
1
1 , 1 2 exp
2 log 2
. A.1
i
k
i
1
2
[( ) ( ) ] · ·
·
( )
Wenote that - -G I G1 2 1 2 is a sumof k independent, random, positivematrices. In order to apply the
above bound, we need to upper bound the largest eigenvalue of r- -G I Gs1 2 0 1 2( ∣ ) over allmeasurements.We
also need to lower bound the smallest eigenvalue of the expected Fisher information r- -G I G1 2 0 1 2( ) .Wewill
ﬁrst derive these bounds and then derive the result by applying theChernoff bound.
As in the text, weworkwith the local parametrisation
q q q q r r r r r r= = ¼ ¼ ¼, , , , ; Re , ,Re ; Im , , Im ,d r i r r r d r d2,2 , 1,2 , 1,2 ,( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
where r1,1 is constrained to enforce the trace-one normalisation. The Fisher information therefore, has the
following block structure
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟r
r r r
r r r
r r r
=I
I I I
I I I
I I I
,
dd dr di
rd rr ri
id ir ii
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
with the superscripts identifying the parameters considered; diagonal, real and imaginary. TheweightmatrixG
also has the same block structure with elements
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
r
q
r
q=
¶
¶
¶
¶
q qG Tr . A.2a b
a b
, · ( )
In the parametrisation described above, theweightmatrixG has the following block diagonal form:
(i) The diagonal–diagonal block:
(a) d= +G 1a bdd a b, , .
(ii) The real–real and imaginary–imaginary block:
(a) d=G 2a brr ii a b, ,· ,
with the other blocks being zero.We note that both the Fisher, and theweightmatrix are of
dimension - -D rd r2 12≔ .
Bound on the largest eigenvalue—Weuse the inequality rI Fs0( ∣ ) between the classical and quantum
Fisher informations to bound the largest eigenvalue of r- -G I Gs1 2 0 1 2( ∣ ) over allmeasurements by the largest
eigenvalue of r- -G F G1 2 0 1 2( ) . The derivation of the quantumFishermatrix presented here follows [45].We
calculate the quantumFisher information in the local parametrisation described above, and evaluate it at the
diagonal state r0.
We begin by considering a state rq locally around some arbitrary rank-r state r¢, andwrite the spectral
decomposition as:
år y y= ñáq
=
p . A.3
i
r
i i i
1
∣ ∣ ( )
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The quantumFisher informationmatrix is deﬁned as:
r r= = +q q q q q q q qF L L L L L LTr 12 Tr , A.4a b
a b a b b a
, [ ( ◦ )] [ ( )] ( )
where the symmetric logarithmic derivatives are deﬁned through the equation:
r r r r¶ = = +q q q q q q q qL L L12 . A.5
a a a
a ◦ ( ) ( )
Wedetermine the elements of thismatrix in theONB formed by the eigenbasis set y ñi{∣ }
y r y y r y y r y
y y
á ¶ ñ= á ñ + á ñ
= + á ñ
q q q q q q
q
L L
p p L
1
2
1
2
1
2
. A.6
i j i
a
j i
a
j
j i i
a
j
a∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
As pointed out in [45], qL a (and qL b) is in principle supported on the full space, but its entries for >i j r, are
arbitrary. However, the Fisher information does not use values for which >i j r, . This can be seen by expanding
(A.4) in the followingway
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥å å
åå
y y y y= ñá + ñá
= +
q q q q
q q q q
F p L L p L L
p L L L L
1
2
Tr
1
2
.
a b
i
i i i
a b
i
i i i
b a
i
r
j
d
i i j
a
j i
b
i j
b
j i
a
,
; , ; , ; , ; ,
∣ ∣( ) ∣ ∣( )
( )
Since the index i r , (A.6) can be inverted inside the expansion of the Fisher information as
r= ¶+q
q qL
p p
2
. A.7i j
a i j
i j
; ,
,a( ) ( )
The quantumFishermatrix therefore becomes
åå r r= + ¶ ¶q q q qF
p
p p
4
Re ,a b
i
r
j
d
i
i j
i j j i, 2 , ,a b( )
[( ) ( ) ]
wherewe used the fact that r¶q qa b is self-adjoint. Since rq is parameterised by itsmatrix elements in the
eigenbasis l ñi{∣ }of the state r¢, we can use this towrite the partial derivatives out explicitly. Using the notation
that r c,a a represents the row and column indices for the parameter qa, the quantumFishermatrix nowbecomes:
åå y l l l l y
y l l l l y
= + á ñá - ñá ñ
´ á ñá - ñá ñ
F
p
p p
4
Rea b
d d
i
r
j
d
i
i j
i r r j
j r r i
,
,
2 1 1
1 1
a a
b b
( )
[ ∣(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)∣
∣(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)∣ ]
for thediagonal–diagonal block, and for the rest
åå y l l l l y
y l l l l y
= + á ñá + ñá ñ
´ á ñá + ñá ñ
F
p
p p
4
Re
.
a b
i
r
j
d
i
i j
i r c c r j
j r c c r i
, 2 a a a a
b b b b
( )
[ ∣(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)∣
∣(∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)∣ ]
Wenow evaluate these last two equations at q q= 0, for our special state that is diagonal with entries given by
r1 . At this state y lñ = ñi i∣ ∣ . The diagonal–diagonal block of the Fishermatrix has elements:
d= +q q=F r 1 . A.8a bd d r r,, ,a b0∣ ( ) ( )
While the real–real and imaginary–imaginary blocks are diagonal with elements
d d= +q q=F p p
4
. A.9a b
r c
r r c c, , ,
a a
a b a b0∣ ( · ) ( )
It is easy to see that the real–diagonal, identity-diagonal blocks are all zero. The real-imaginary blocks are zero
sincewe consider only r r¶ ¶q q q qRe i m m i, ,a b[( ) ( ) ]. Therefore, the elements of the quantumFishermatrix are:
(i) For the -Diagonal Diagonal blockwith >r 1,
(a) =q q=F r2a add, 0∣ , when r ra ,
(b) =q q=F ra bdd, 0∣ , when r r r,a b , and ¹a b.
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(ii) For the -Real Real and -Imaginary Imaginary blocks:
(a) =q q=F r2a arr ii, 0∣ , when <r c ra a ,
(b) =q q=F r4a arr ii, 0∣ , when  >r r c r,a a .
On comparing this with theweightmatrixG, we notice that bothG and F have the same block diagonal
structure, with the off-diagonal blocks being zero. Sowe canwrite
=- - - - - - - -G FG G F G G F G G F G .dd dd dd rr rr rr ii ii ii1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2⨁ ⨁
Wenotice that =F r Gdd dd· , which gives us
=- - -G FG r F F1 1
2
1
2
.r rr ii1 2 1 2 1 ⨁ ⨁( )
Themaximumeigenvalue of thismatrix comes from the diagonal blockmatrices F 2rr ii , and is r2 for >r 1,
and 4 for r=1.
Bound on the smallest eigenvalue—Weare now interested in evaluating the smallest eigenvalue of the
average Fisher information r- -G I G1 2 0 1 2( ) . As in [25]we let
ñ ñ = ¼U UB o o o; : 1, , 2U n≔ {∣ ≔ ∣ }
denote theONBbasis obtained by rotating the standard basis by a randomunitaryU.With this notation, we get
that for randomly chosen basis
òr m r- - - -G I G G U I GBd , A.10U1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 1 2( ) ≔ · ( ) ( ∣ ) · ( )
where m Ud( ) is theHaarmeasure over unitaries used for generating the randombasis. The integral in the above
equation has been evaluated in [25], andwe do not reproduce the calculation here.However, we point out that
the integral in [25] has been evaluated for a slightly different parametrisation of the state. Sincewe constrain the
r1,1 element, the partial derivatives in our parametrisation become
r
r
r
¶
¶ = á ñ - á ñ
¶
¶ = á ñá ñ
¶
¶ = á ñá ñ
r
r
r
p
U i U
p
i U U j
p
i U U j
o B
o o
o B
o o
o B
o o
, , 1 ,
Re
2Re , , ,
Im
2 Im , , .
U
i i
U
i j
U
i j
,
2 2
,
,
( ∣ )
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( ∣ )
( ∣ ∣ )
( ∣ )
( ∣ ∣ )
Going through the calculationwith this change gives us
(i) The -Diagonal Diagonal blockwith >r 1:
(a) =q q= +Ia add
r
r,
2
10
∣ when r ra
(b) =q q= +Ia bdd
r
r, 10
∣ when r r r,a b and ¹a b.
(ii) The - -Real Real Imaginary Imaginaryand blocks are diagonal with:
(a) =q q= +Ia arr ii
r
r,
2
10
∣ , when <r c ra a ,
(b) =q q=I 2a arr ii, 0∣ , when  >r r c r,a a .
On comparing this with theweightmatrixG, we once again notice that bothG and rI 0( ) have the same
block diagonal structure, with the off-diagonal blocks being zero. Sowe canwrite
=- - - - - - - -G IG G I G G I G G I G .dd dd dd rr rr rr ii ii ii1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2⨁ ⨁
Wenotice that = +I Gdd
r
r
dd
1
· , which gives us
= +
- - -G IG
r
r
I I1
1
1
2
1
2
.r rr ii1 2 1 2 1 ⨁ ⨁( )
Theminimumeigenvalue of thismatrix is +r r 1 for >r 1and 1 for pure states.
Putting it all together—Wecannow substitute these values into thematrix Chernoff bound.While the
value of theminimumeigenvalue differs for >r 1and r=1, theﬁnal bound remains the same because the
upper bounds are different in these cases. Therefore herewe calculate the bound for the case when >r 1.
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Writing  = - -P G I G1 2 1 2 and = - -P G IG1 2 1 2 for notational simplicity, we have for >r 1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ 

  dÎ - + - +P P P D k r1 , 1 2 exp 4 1 log 2 .
2
{ [( ) ( ) ]} ·
( ) ·
≔
Therefore, with probability d-1 we have that
  - +P P P1 1 .( ) ( )
This can be re-written in the formof inequalities ofMSEwith  > 0 sufﬁciently small
  - +- - -P P P1 Tr Tr 1 Tr .1 1 1( ) ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )
For aﬁxed value of ò and δ, we see that theminimumnumber of settings k required for the above abound to
holdwith probability greater than d-1 is
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠d= +k C r
D
1 log
2
, A.11· ( ) ( )
where C 4 log 2 2≔ ( ) and - -D rd r2 12≔ . ,
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